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This invention relates .. to coated paper board 
for cartonS and the like of Such character aS to 
permit identification of cartons by reference to a 
characteristic of the board. According to the 
inWention, the board is made in Such manner as to 
prowide an identifying characteristic by a color 
combination incorporated in the board in the 
proceSS of manufacturing, the product, being in 
imitable in the sense that it cannot be dupli 
cated except by manufacture from the Wet; Stock. 
In practicing the invention, the board is made 

ferent individual carton users, the object being 
to proWide for any individual carton ' user paper 
board of Suchna individual and irainitable char 
acter that the cartoras inade therefrom can be 
identified independently of the label or printed 
matter On the exterior faces of the carton, where 
fore counterfeits of Such cartoras can be detected. 
ra a more specific aspect, the invention contern 
plates the production of coated paper board haw= 
ing an identification characteristic prowided by 
color in combination with concealed or obscured 
identification marks. ) 
The invention will be described by reference 

to illustratiwe Samples of paper board made in 
accordance with the invent|lora and shown in the 
accompanying drawingS. 
In Said drawingS, 
Fig. 1 represents a mutilated piece of paper' 

board embodying the invention, looking at the 
back Side of the board and showing the same 
mutilated by stripping portions of the paper 
laminations of the board one from afraother. 

Fig. 2 representS an edge wiew of a cut frag-- 
ment of the board on a magnified Scale. 

Fig., 8 is a, face wiew of a piece of coated paper' 
board embodying the fraWention, multilated in a, 
manner to expose portions of the different paper 
laminations of which it is composed, and repre 

. Sented as hawing a splottch of water' thereon to 
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render apparent certain mormally concealed or 
obscured identification markS. 

Fig. 4 represents an edge wiew on a magnified 
Scale of a cut section of the board represented in 
Fig. 3. ? ' 
The illustrated product comprises a laminated 

| sheet of paper material hawing an identifying 
characteristic comprising layers of distinctive 
color betweera the Surface layers of the board. 
In the drawings the several layers or plies of 

| paper of which the / board is composed are des 
ignated by the numerals f to . 6, inclusive, the 
layer f being the back liner, and the layer 8 
being the front liner which is coated with clay 

(0, 92-39}} 
coating solution or the like prowilding the ex 
ternal surface on which is adapted to be printed 
or Iithographed the labels and advertising matter 
to appear on the exterior faces of the cartOnS. 
Usually the intermediate layers of the board 2, 
3, 4, 5 are made from cheap Stock Such for ex? 
ample as ordinary newspaper stock obtained from 
old newspapers and the like, while the front and 
back liners are made · from relatively Superior 
stock. For example the front liner which is to be 
coated' may be made from white Sulphite stock 
while the back liner' .. may be made from manila, 
or kraft; paper stock for strength. All the inter 
mediate layers are made from the Same or like 
stock, except that the layers 2 and 4 are dis 
tinctively colored, irm this instance green and red. 
'The board may be made on any suitable board 
Fmaking machine by collecting, Super-imposing 
and binding a plurality of Wet paper plies, films 
or layers to forrn a unitary Sheet, the Stock Sup 
plied to the forming cylinders of the machine 
which form the plieS 2 and # being colored. : 'he 
Stock for the colored plies may be colored in the 

'' beaters by . introducing in the beaters, coloring 
matter or {dye stuffs corrmmonly applied for pro 
ducing colored papers, but we have fourad it; de 
sirable to iratroduce the color in the regulating 
box in which the prewiously prepared and refined 
Stock is diluted With regulated quantities of Water, 
the coloring materia being , preferably incorpo-- 
rated in the Water to be mixed with · the stock. 
For example, a.SSurne the stock for all the inter--> 
mediate plies of the board to be prepared from 
ordinary newspager stock in the Same beater, 
while the stock for the front; and back liners is 
prepared in separate beaters. From each of the 
SeWeral beaters the Stock paSSes into a storage 
reservoir in which it is mixed.' with a, regulated 
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quantity of water and stirred by means of agi- " 
tors. From the respective reserwoirS the stock is 
circulated through refiners or jordan engines and 
discharged into stuff chests. From the several 

" stuff chests the stock is pumped to a correspond 
ing number of compartments in a regulator box 
and from the several compartmentS stock in 
regulated armounts is conducted into other con 
partmeratS Or troughs corresponding in number' 
to the number of forming cylinders of the board 
making machine where the stock is diluted with 
the proper quantities of water in which the col 
oring material or dye stuff is incorporated. For 
instarace the Stock for the back liner is conducted 
from the receiving_compartment of the regulator 
box into a trough. where it is diluted with the 
proper', quantity of Water and therace conducted 
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through a strainer or StrainerS to the head box 
of the first, forming cylinder of the board making 
machine. The cheap Stock for the internediate 
layers of the board is conducted from the receiw 
ing compairtrmermat of the regulator box into a series 
of troughs corresponding in number to the num 
ber of forming cylinders of the board machine 
which are to form the intermediate plies of the 
board. In these troughs the Stock for Supplying 
the intermediate cylinder of the board machine 
is diluted With the proper quantities of water, 
and in the Water which is Supplied to the stock 
for forming the layerS 2 and 4 of the board the 
cOloring matter is included. The said troughS 
conduct the Stock through strainers to the head 
boxes of the Seweral intermediate cylinders of 
the board machine. The stock for the front; liner 
is likewise , diScharged from the receiving com 
partment of the regulator box into a, trough, di 
luted With the proper quantity of water and con 
ducted through a strairaer to the head box for 
the last forming cylinder of the board rnachine. 

- The coloring matter may be supplied to the water 
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for dilution with the Stock for the layers 2 and 4 
by feeding dye liquid to Said Water or into the 
t|roughs in which Said water is introduced. The 
dye liquid may be produced by disSolwing in water 
Suitable coloring matter or dye Stuff. A wariety 
of dye stuffs are knowra to the art; which * are 
furnished in powdered form, particularly the So 
called arailine dyes or coai tar colors. Suitable 
dye liquid may be produced by dissolwing arailine 
color powders in water in the proportion of about 
2%2 gallons of water to two ounces of the color 
ing matter. Although the Stock produced for 
the intermediate layers of the board is often of 
a dirty Or grayish color, due to the irak contained 
in the old newspapers and the like from which 
it is produced, Such.' stock will newertheless be 
come brightly and distinctively colored by intro 
duction of dye liquid in the manner indicated. 
'This method of coloring the Stock is found to 
have adwantages ower the introduction of color 
in the beater. In the first place it permits the 
Stock for all the interrmediate layers of the board 
to be obtained from Stock obtained and pre 
pared in the Same beater. Aside from this, it 
reduces or minimizes the bleeding or running of 
the color from one sheet of the board into the 
next. It is found to be advantageous to color the 
Stock shortly before its introduction to the board 
making machine, by pouring or feeding the dye 
liquid into the water for dilution of the stock in 
the regulator box as aforesaid. The pulp fibers 
taking up the color whera so introduced are suffi 
ciently and effectively colored but are apparent 
|ly leSS Saturated with color than when the color' 
is introduced in the beater, or at any rate for* 
Some reason the colored layers of paper when 
produced in this manner are less liable to pro 
duce running and intermingling of colors. By 
separating the two colored layers 2 and 4 by 
interrmediate layer 3, the two cOlored layers are 
kept distinct. 
Coated paper board embodying the present in 

wention is made by the inventors under United 
'States patents to Colbert and Preston . No. 
1,514,439 of November 4, 1924 and No. 1,908,325 
of April 4, 1933, to which reference may be made 
for detailed disclosure of the cOating process and 
incidental treatment. Of the board. As disclosed 
in the first mentioned patent coated paper board is 
manufactured by making the board of Wet stock 
on a, board making machine and performing a, 
Succession of operationS on the board Sheet deliW 

2,071,025 
ered from the machine for production of the fir1 
ished coated product Without reeling the board 
between Successive Stages of marnufacture, where 
by the product is produced with a, great Sa,wing of 
time, labor and expense and with minimum op 
portunity for damaging the board. The proceSS 
of Said patent includes calendering the Surface of 
the board to be coated, and firmishing the coated 
Surface of the board by Super-calendering, there 
by producing a fine finished coated product suit 
able for printing or lithographing on the coated 
Surface. By the proceSS disclosed in said Second 
mentiOrmed patent the board is coated with a clay 
Solution which may be White enamel, china clay or 
the like, with Or without, coloring pigments, the 
coating being performed in two operations by first; 
applying to the calendered Surface of the board 
a, thin or light; coat of the Solution, drying the 
Same, and then applying and brushing a, Second 
coat Of th?8 Solution orm the pre-coated Surface, * 
the Soiution for the tWo operations being the Same 
in composition arad color except that the solu 
tion for the first operation is thinner or more di 
lute than that employed for the Second opera 
tion. This method of coating has marked advan 
tages contributing improWement in the quality and 
uniformity of the coated surface of the board, as 
Well as to, increase Speed and economy in the 
manufacture of , coated paper board On a large 
commercial Scale. The board may be coated with 
a. Solutiora of clay or clay and caSein, with Or.with-- 
Out aniline coloring matter, and the coating SO 
lution may contain Suitable percentages of sizing 
or other materials. ~ 
Paper board embodying the invention may be 

made in various numbers of paper plies and with 
warious different; Specific color combinations. Or 
dinarily the layers other than the colored layers 
are of the ordinary or natural hues of the stock 
from which they are formed, while the distinc 
tive layers are colored by coloring matter. By 
forming the board with a plurality of distinctively 
colored internediate layers of different; colors 
contrasting with each other and with the other' 
layers, a multi-colored effect; iS attained which is 
a highly desirable identifying characteristic, and 
which may be embodied in warious different styles 
for differerat carton users. 
In a maore Specific aspect; · the invention con 

templates the provision of coated paper board 
ha.wing a, dual identifying means comprising a 
color characteristic as preWiously describedincom 
bination. With cOncealed Or obscured identification 
markS. For example the paper board illustrated 
in Figs. 3 and 4 is similar to the Sample described 
with reference to Figs. 1 and 2, except that the 
Surface of the front liner 6 before application of 
the coating material i thereto is printed with 
identification markS 8, or with any identifying 
pattern or design on the Surface of the board, such 
idehtifying markS or identifying marking being 
masked by the applied coating material So as to 
be non-apparent; or inwisible or only faintly wis-- 
ible, and to be rendered wisible or more wisible by 
Wetting the coating Surface of the board. For 
instance aSSuming in Fig. 3 that the identifica 
tion markS are completely obscured or concealed 
by the applied coating, the same may be revealed 
by wetting the coated Surface. In Fig.3 a splotch 
of Water on the coated surface of the board is 
indicated at 9, reWealing the identifying marks, 
Tn producing paper board of the character dis 

closed in FigS. 3 and 4 the board after it has been 
made on the bOard making machine and calen 
dered can be paSSed through a printing press com 
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2,071,025 
prising a printing roller or plate roller equipped 
with stereotyped plates and coacting with an im 
pression roller, the plate rollier being inked by 
Suitable inking rollers to which ink is applied in 
any Suitable manner. 

If desired, paper board of the character dis 
closed in Figs. 3 and 4 naay be made with identi 
fication markS Which are faintly wisible through 
a clay coating of white or light color, Such board 
presenting a fanciful external appearance, while 
the identification characteristic prowided by the 
colored layers is concealed, to be ascertained by 
tearing a piece of the board and examining itS 
edge or stripping the layers one from another. 
'This typé of board affords an excellent safety 
means to preWent Successful counterfeiting of 
cartOnS. 

If desired paper board embodying the inven 
tion may be made with concealed or obscured 
identification markS applied in the manner dis-- 
closed in the copending application of Collbert 
et al.', Serial No. 712.946, filed February 26, 1934. 
Such board may be made with identification 
markS printed On the board layer next; the back 
layer and either wholly or partially obscured by 
the said back layer. 
The term **paper board' is to be understood 

83 
aS including any laminated paper sheet made by 
collecting filmS or layers of pulp and SuperimpoS 
ing them one upon another' and bonding them 
together to form a unitary plural ply sheet, Suit 
able for making cartons and the like. 
What we claim as our invention, and desire to 

Secure by Letters Patent, is: 
As a neW article of manufacture, the product, , 

comprising multi-ply paper board haWing its lay 
ers bonded by inter-felted fibers and having be 
tween its front and back layeirS a plurality of 
artificially and differently colored layers, the 
front layer of the board being of relatively fine 
white or light; colored stock and coated on its 
front side with white or light; colored clay coating 
material prowiding an opaque Surface adapted 
to be printed upon, said front coated layer being 
Separated from the , nearest; artificially colored 
layer by an interposed layer of natural Stock 
color, and adjacent artificially colored layers be 
ing separated from each other by an interposed 
|layer of natural stock color, the colors of Said 
artificially colored layers sharply contrasting with 
the colors of all the other' layerS. 
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